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EVALUATING SOFTWARE FOR SCHEMATIC AND
PCB DESIGN

As a contract design and manufacturer of electronics, IEC Electronics
utilizes many different software packages. Finding a software tool to
design, view and optimize Printed Circuit Board (PCB) documentation is a
critical enabler for successful manufacturing. Below we provide an
overview of our experience using Altium.

OVERVIEW
When it comes to designing a PCB, there are a number of considerations that need
to be taken into account before an engineer even begins the layout: Does the
design have more than two layers? Are there high speed signals? Are high
voltages being used? When it comes to these requirements, the best step to
properly laying things out in a PCB starts at the schematic, and that is exactly what
Altium offers.
Schematic capture in Altium is easy to learn and quick to accomplish. The
included footprint library for parts is extensive while the supplemental online
Vault feature provides additional footprints that are released and updated
regularly. If you can not find what you’re looking for, Altium’s built in footprint
creator allows you to make what you need and the online training videos help get
things started even quicker. Building a schematic is as easy as drag and drop and
more advanced features like harnesses allow users to create a very orderly layout.
With Altium’s integrated schematic and PCB software, transferring a complete
schematic to PCB form is simple. Create a board outline, pull in the parts with
footprints and place them where needed, and then Altium’s auto router can
connect everything as needed, following any specific rules laid out in the
schematic. Manual routing can also be done without difficulty as well as adding
new rules that aren’t part of the schematic. Seamless integration also means that
any changes that are made in the PCB can be pushed back into the schematic or
vice versa.

CASE STUDY – HIGH SPEED DESIGN
In one particular project, a customer required a test fixture that connected a single
board computer (SBC) to a custom card they had made. Normally these two PCB’s
mated directly together, but in this case we needed to build an interposer card
because of the design requirements and having access to both sides of the PCB’s.
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This interposer card passed many high-speed signals including SATA, PCIe, and high speed
USB, and included power delivery to the custom card, all through two surface mount mating
connectors with more than one hundred and fifty pins a piece.
Our solution was a six-layer card that had the two mating connectors on both sides with a
minimal space in between to facilitate the high-speed signals. The connector footprints were
modeled in Altium’s PCB footprint creator with 3D models imported and placed for footprint
verification and final assembly viewing. Differential signals were established in the schematic.
Routing was done manually and differential signals were immediately recognized and paired
together and the length matching allowed us to be precise down to 1mil or less. Layer
impedance was set up before routing so that all traces were given appropriate spacing and trace
widths.
The end result was a card that perfectly mated to both boards, passed high-speed signals
without data loss, and didn’t require any revisions to be made, which has often been the case
when creating prototype PCB’s.

FIGURE 1: INTERPOSER BOARD

SUMMARY
Altium has many capabilities and functions, including import and export of other design formats,
which in many cases allows us to view customer’s designs without needing their specific
software package. Updates are frequent and continue to keep Altium on pace with industry
requirements. The software is user friendly and can easily be used by new engineers as well as
having features for the advanced power user. IEC Electronics utilizes Altium to ensure a robust
product transfer for the life-saving and mission critical products that we support.
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